The usual way of representing a 3D ideal helical/chiral tube assembly S1 is by unrolling it onto a 2D lattice of unit cells spanned by the two independent vectors a and b at an angle γ, see Fig.S1 . Any point A on the lattice can be written as A = n 1 a + n 2 b, in short A(n 1 , n 2 ), and the lattice is fully determined by a = |a|, b = |b| and γ. For SWNT, these lattice parameters follow directly from the atomic honeycomb lattice of graphene, S2 but for chlorosomes they are provided by the optimised unit cell. The chiral vector C(n 1 , n 2 ) (also rolling or circumferential vector) is to be mapped to the tube circumference, and defines both the chirality and the tube radius R via |C| = 2πR, while the translation/axial vector T is parallel to the tube axis, T · C = 0, see Fig.S1 .
are fully described by their pitch P and the tube radius R, with a chiral angle given by δ = arctan(P/2πR), while the axial repeat (or repeat distance) d = P/n describes the spacing between adjacent helices. Each helical family H(h, k; n) constitutes one layer line in reciprocal space, and its distance to the equator relates to the reciprocal value of the axial repeat d for that family.
Layer lines thus contain a wealth of information that can be exploited for detailed analysis of chiral structures. Yet, concentrating on chlorosomes of a particular type (WT or mutant), all layer lines derived from experimental structures, obtained by averaging FFT responses over a number of these assemblies, are found to be obscured by a low signal-to-noise ratio, and even the simple question whether a meridian signal is observed cannot be firmly answered. From close visual inspection, one could even conclude that the FFT data for chlorosomes lack a pure meridian signal. S1 Moreover, theoretical analysis for chiral tubular structures shows that the signature of the signal along layer lines is strongly affected by minute (< 10 • ) out-of-plane rotations, which may even produce a pure meridian signal when it is absent for the original (unrotated) case, while the layer line positions are only marginally affected by this rotation. This finding indicates that the signature of the layer line is very sensitive to minute tilts with respect to the plane of imaging that may be introduced in sample preparation prior to cryo-EM, S3 and should lead to the conclusion that any particular signature extracted from the noisy data does not have much value if these conditions are unknown since only one layer line is observed.
Concentrating on the layer line position, our challenge boils down to relating the single S2 visible layer line to the proper helical family on the tube. S3,S4 Since long-range order is clearly less defined for these systems, the most likely candidates for this basis helical family is when |h| + |k| is minimal, i.e. for H(1, 0) or H(0, 1), corresponding to assembly along the a or b direction, respectively.
Straightforward geometrical analysis of the 2D Bravais lattice provides the axial repeat distances d a and d b along these principle directions as a function of the chiral angle δ:
• with the chiral angle δ between a and the chiral vector C = (n 2 b sin γ, n 1 a + n 2 b cos γ) T defined as cos δ = (n 1 a + n 2 b cos γ)/|C|. The fact that two axial repeat values are relevant reflects the topological transition taking place between rolling along a or b, at a crossover angle δ c defined by a cos(δ c ) = b cos(γ − δ c ). The additional axial repeat distance, Figure S1 : The 2D Bravais lattice is fully determined by (a, b, γ) . In mapping to 3D, the chiral vector C(n 1 , n 2 ) maps to the tube circumference, providing the tube radius R as |C| = 2πR; the translation/axial vector T maps parallel to the tube axis. The two key helical families H(1, 0), H(0, 1) and H(1, 1), and their associated axial repeat distances d a , d b and d armchair , are explicitly shown. The chiral angle δ is defined as the angle between C and a. The pitch P is defined as the axial advance of a helix after one complete turn. The axial repeat d of the principle helical family relates to the intrinsic repeat distance d of the tube assembly structure along tube axis, which determines the position of the main layer line signal on the diffraction picture. For a n-start helical family, P = n · d.
Variability of the tube radius
The tube radius R = |C|/2π is proportional to the length of the lattice vector C(n 1 , n 2 )
that defines the rolling direction of the Bravais lattice into a defect-free tubular chiral structure, i.e. with (n 1 , n 2 ) mapping to (0, 0). This means that only closed tubes of a commensurate R can be formed, which restricts the number of commensurate chiral angles δ Step 1 a 180-
Step 2 -d0 db=d0/cos( -)=a·sin /cos( -) Figure S2 : Geometrical derivation of the axial repeat distance d b associated with helix family H(0, 1).
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igure S3: Snapshots of pre-assembled helical tubes: δ = 50 • (left) and δ = 112 • (right). For clarity, side groups of the head part and tails are not shown. The a packing direction is shown by red arrows.
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for a fixed R. The NMR finding that local structure in chlorosomes is well defined suggests that the chiral angle δ, which is closely related to the local BChl packing, is roughly equal for different radii in nested tubes. We are interested in analysing the inverse problem: we want to determine the vector on the lattice, i.e. C(n 1 , n 2 ), and the corresponding tube radius R = |C|/2π, associated with the smallest variation ∆δ(n 1 ) around a fixed chiral angle δ 0 for all n 1 ∈ N. This fixed angle δ 0 is the experimental value determined by geometrical analysis: δ 0 = 112.3 • for BChl c and δ 0 = 19.8 • for BChl d. Figure S4 shows ∆δ(n 1 ) and R for varying n 1 ∈ N, validating that the distribution of radii R is quite dense in R when a small deviation in δ (up to about 1 %) is acceptable. The upper panel shows the data for δ 0 = 112 • for BChl c: values that match the commensurability condition |∆δ(n 1 )| <0.2 • are marked by dashed line and relate to the lattice vectors C(n 1 , n 2 ) = (4,27), (6,40), (8,54), (10,67), (12,81), (14,94), (16,108) and (18, 121) . The corresponding radii R = 3. 8, 5.6, 7.5, 9.3, 11.3, 13 .1, 15.1 and 16.9 nm agree well with the earlier determined experimental values for the bchR mutant: R exp = 3. 7, 5.5, 7.4, 9.2, 11.1, 12.9, 14.7 and 16.6 nm. The lower panel shows data for δ 0 = 19 • for BChl d, determined for a slightly different unit cell. In this case, fully commensurate values relate to the lattice vectors C(n 1 , n 2 ) = (11,6), (22,12), (33,18), (44,24) , (55,30), (66,36) and (75, 41) . The corresponding radii R = 2. 2, 4.4, 6.6, 8.8, 11.0, 13.2 and 15 .0 are to be compared to experimental values for the bchQRU mutant. Estimating these radii by measuring them with a ruler, from the rotationally averaged EM images published in Fig. S7 in Ganapathy et al, S5 provides: R exp = 2. 9, 4.9, 6.8, 8.9, 10.8, 13 .1 and 15.2 nm. We again conclude that there is proper agreement between the calculated commensurate tube radii and the experimentally measured radii.
Determining the layer line position from simulation results
Assemblies obtained by AAMD simulation have been used to generate mimics of electron microscopy (EM) images, by a 2D projection of the electron distribution associated with R(nm) Figure S4 : Radius R of commensurate tubes, associated with chiral vectors C(n 1 , n 2 ), for which the chiral angle δ is close to the predicted δ 0 = 112. Table S3 .
We note that estimates for the layer line position can also be extracted directly from the theoretical relation between d and δ, without performing FFT. To illustrate this, we also applied the EMAN2 procedure to a pre-assembled structure consisting of 3 concentric tubes of BChl c with δ 1.25 = 112 • . Tubes were built sequentially, i.e. by adding BChl c molecules one by one to a growing structure, followed by a short constrained AAMD sim-
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ulation to equilibrate the conformation of the newly added molecule. The stability of the resulting three-tube structure was challenged by another 1 ns of AAMD simulation, and we found that all large-scale structural parameters were conserved. FFT power spectra for this equilibrated structure, obtained via a EMAN2 procedure, are shown in Fig In experiments, the signal-to-noise ratio is improved by averaging over several spectra calculated for individual chlorosome domains, so we should account for this experimental variability. In particular, when loading chlorosomes to a TEM-grid, individual structures usually experience an (unknown) misalignment or tilt with the grid or imaging plane (and thus with each other) owing to small shape deviations from a perfect tube, in addition to a tiny residual in-plane misalignment after (known) correction for in-plane rotation. For this reason, we introduced a random rotation before projecting the electron distribution to 2-D, via e2project3d -orientgen=eman:delta=2 in EMAN2, and selected six power spectra that closely resemble the spectrum obtained by orthogonal projection.
These power spectra, shown in the panels between the upper left and lower right in Figs and hydrogen bonds formed between the hydroxyl hydrogens and the 13 carbonyl oxygens of the BChl in an adjacent stack, see Balaban et al. S8 For ease of discussion, we refer to a BChl molecule in terms of a head (ring) and tail (farnesyl) part. When the farnesyl tail is replaced by a methyl group, leaving only a head part, the molecule is denoted as m-BChl.
Structure initialization
Since AAMD simulations are generally restricted in terms of attainable time and length scales, S10 the starting structure should be chosen with care to avoid kinetic trapping.
Among the models proposed for pigment packing in bchQRU, bchQR and wild type chlorosomes, S5,S6 the syn-anti packing model is conserved and we adopt it to prepare our initial structure prior to MD simulation. In particular, our planar starting structure S13 a b a b c 3 1 Figure S7 : (a) General structure of BChl molecule. For BChl c, R1= Me, R2=Et, R3=Et, while for BChl d, R1 = H, R2 = Et, R3 = Me. The hydroxyl group at the 3 1 carbon C atom determines the molecule's chirality, R or S. When the hydroxyl group is at the same side as the wedge bond, the configuration is denoted as syn, and anti when they are in the opposite directions; (b) The syn-anti dimer. Hydrogen bonded with carbon atoms are not shown. The top molecule is in the syn configuration with both directions of hydroxyl group and wedge bond out of page (red squares); (c) Initial structure constructed by packing of syn-anti dimers in a planar configuration along the principle direction a and b. This small system is labeled (5,5); we mainly conducted simulations on a bigger system (30,30). To distinguish between them, syn and anti molecules are labeled red and blue respectively, with Mg atoms shown as spheres. Hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity.
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is obtained by prolongating the proposed syn-anti dimer structure periodically, using periodicities determined from CryoEM data: two principle directors a and b, with length a = |a| and b = |b| relating to the experimental repeat distances, at a mutual angle γ (see Fig.S7c ). For simplicity, we denote this set of parameters as (a, b, γ) . The large scale structure, in terms of the number of periodic repeats of dimers along these two directions, is denoted as (A,B). The structure in Fig.S7c is for (5,5).
Epimerisation
Chirality at the molecular level can be controlled by cultivation of bacteria under increased photon fluence rates, which in some cases promotes S-over R-epimers at the 3 1 -position in BChl c. S11 Spectroscopic analysis of reconstructed dye aggregates from these organisms led to the proposition that epimers form separate and individually rather homogeneous rodlike structures, indicative of a different role of R-and S-epimers in photosynthesis. One may thus wonder how handiness affects large-scale curvature formation, particularly since the syn-anti dimer employed as a basic structural element in our simulations is a 1:1 mixture of S-and R-epimers. S5 We considered this factor by generating planar assemblies composed of pure S-or R-epimers, noting that our force field does not impose handedness at the 3 1 -position via any torsional constraint. Interestingly, we found that the usual 1: 1 ratio of S-and R-epimers is quickly restored after the start of simulation, suggesting that our setup is sufficient for studying tube formation.
MD Simulation Details
We used the OPLS-AA force field S12,S13 in all MD simulations, determined following a protocol developed by Roccatano et al. S14 Atomic point charge parameters were obtained by the RESP method S15 at the HF/6-31g* level using Gaussian03 software. S16 Charges obtained at the B3LYP/6-31g* level were also considered and it was found to have little effect on the assembly structure.
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MD simulations with periodic boundary conditions along all dimensions were performed with the Gromacs 5.1.2 software package. S17,S18 A Particle-mesh Ewald method S19 was used to treat the long-range electrostatic interactions. We performed simulations in a NVT canonical ensemble, maintaining the simulation temperature by a V-rescale S20 thermostat. We perform all simulations in vacuo unless otherwise specified. We note that the considered planar starting structure does not reflect natural conditions, since chlorosomes are assembled in a lipid environment which provides the hydrophobic pocket that is needed for kinetic control of the assembly. S21,S22 In particular, since BChl pigments are hydrophobic, featureless aggregates will form when pigments are mixed with water. To access this effect on the equilibrium structures obtained by simulation, also a few simulations with organic polar solvents were performed. These simulations were preequilibrated using the Berendsen S23 and the Parrinello-Rahman S24,S25 barostat.
To accommodate spontaneous curvature formation for the standard extensive (30, 30) dimer system and to avoid periodicity effects due to boundary conditions, we initially center the planar assembly in a 50 × 50 × 50 nm 3 cubic simulation box. This planar structure was generated using the procedure described earlier, based upon the most recently determined unit cells for BChl c and wild type BChl d. S5,S6 Upon performing an MD simulation, the planar structure for the original set (a, b, γ) = (1.295, 0.978, 122 • ), with a and b in nm, was found unstable, disintegrating into fragments due to excessive forces at the start of simulation; consequently, all reported simulations start from the parameter set (1.428, 0.987, 126 • ), determined from the structure in these stable fragments, instead. For this new set, stable NVT simulations at a reduced temperature of 50 K show a significant decrease of potential energy, within several hundred ps, accompanied by structural rearrangements. A MD trajectory of 1 ns captures global curvature adjustment from the initially planar structure, signaling that the driving force for curving is significant. The resulting stable structures for 50 K were passed onto simulations for higher temperatures, from 100 K to 300 K (in increments of 50 K). The considered packing parameters, includ-S16 ing values extracted from simulation, are summarised in Table S1 .
A 1 ns simulation for a (30,30) m-BChl c system in vacuum, i.e. in the absence of farnesyl tails, confirms that non-bonding interactions between head parts of the pigments are the primary driver for the self-assembly of the dimers to form curved sheets. S9 A long trajectory (50 ns) of a syn-anti m-BChl c dimer was also simulated, to reveal their structural stability, and to understand the modulation of this property upon their assembly in a large scale structure.
To assess long simulation time stability of the syn-anti packing structure, also a much smaller (5, 5) BChl c syn-anti dimer system was simulated both in vacuum and in hexane solvents, and the resulting 20 ns NVT trajectories and 10 ns NPT trajectories were analyzed. In addition, a (30,30) BChl c curved structure obtained by simulation in vacuum was used as input for a simulation in hexane, to assess the effect of a commonly used co-solvent on the large scale structural stability. S26 
AIMD simulations
To increase our understanding of the head part dimer assembly behavior, the potential energy for different characteristic structures of the m-BChl c dimer, obtained from MD simulation, were calculated and compared to the energy obtained via Ab-initio molecu-S17 lar dynamics (AIMD) simulations using the Car-Parrinello Molecular Dynamics (CPMD) package. S27,S28 The PBE exchange-correlation functional was employed and the KohnSham orbitals were expanded in a plane wave basis set with a cut-off energy of 70 Ry.
Dispersion-corrected atom-centered pseudopotentials (DCACP) were used for all atomic species. S29 The time-step was set to 4 a.u. The system was evolved at 300 K using a NoseHoover thermostat. S30,S31 The reported AIMD simulations were started from the relevant initial geometries imported from AAMD, and simulated for about 600 fs at 300 K. Although the relative angle were found to oscillate around the initial value, their stability was confirmed by AIMD as they remained on average essentially the same. The DFT potential energy initially decreased, because of readjustment of bond distances, and then oscillated around an average value that is reported in Table 1 alongside the AAMD values.
Large-scale properties of simulated assemblies
Analysis of the simulated tubular structures is complicated by deviations from the ideal case of a Bravais lattice of unit cells mapped to a perfect cylinder. Yet, our simulation snapshots show that these deviations are fairly limited, which is further quantified by application of a least-squares fitting procedure (LSGE, http://www.eurometros.org) to find the corresponding cylinder based on the position of the Mg atoms. Table S2 shows the radii R of the best fit and standard deviations of the residuals (σ res ) for all considered temperatures. This analysis shows that the curved structures obtained after 1 ns of unconstrained AAMD can be sufficiently described by an ideal cylindrical tube for the BChl c system considered here. Ideal helical tubular structures are fully quantified by two of the three geometrical parameters defined in the previous section, which are, apart from the tube radius R, two parameters relating to the helical arrangement of pigments: the pitch P, i.e. the axial advance of a helix after one complete turn, and the chiral angle δ, i.e. the angle between the pitch (a vector with this length along the cylinder symmetry S18 axis) and the plane of rotation (see Fig.4 ). Such a classification is very common for helical biological structures. S3 Since the third parameter can be directly related to the other two via δ = arctan(P/2πR), we focus on the pitch P, which we determine directly from the simulated structures to avoid ambiguities that may arise when projecting a 3-D structure to a 2-D (curved) plane.
In agreement with the standard practice in the analysis of helical structures, and also because our aggregates do not feature complete helical turns, the pitch is determined from local properties: the rotational increment between two neighboring units (here: adjacent Mg atoms along the a direction) and the helical rise h, see table S2 for their expectation values and standard deviations. Consequently, the pitch is provided by the relation P = m · h, with m the (average) number of Mg atoms (equivalent to the number of pigments) in a complete helical turn, i.e. m = 360 • / . From this relation, the standard deviation of the pitch P can be formally estimated as
if we suppose that there are no covariances between the extracted and h. Comparing the mean value for the pitch at T=50 K, i.e.P =m ·h = 28.8 nm, to the estimated standard deviation σ P = 3.9 nm via Eq. (1) suggests that there is a considerable variability in the large-scale structural properties of simulated helical assemblies, even at the lowest temperature considered. Yet, this suggestion is inconsistent with direct visual analysis, which shows a very regular structure.
To further study this issue, we have performed analysis at a much longer length scale and determined the mean chiral angle from values that were calculated for the 30 large (partial) helices constituting the aggregate after 1 ns at T=50 K. This alternative method providesδ = 26.55 and a very modest σ δ = 0.38. Since thisδ is fully consistent with the chiral angle δ = arctan(c/2πR) = 26.55 calculated from (mean) local properties, we S19 conclude that the variable local structure indeed does not translate into an equivalent variation of structural properties at the relevant length scales. Apparently, in a stable aggregate, local variations average out. For this reason, we have omitted error bars in Fig.4 and focussed on the fitted R and mean chiral properties determined from local structure: 
Mean values of the induced molecular dipole moment
In practice, it is far from straightforward to calculate the direction of the induced molecular dipole moment of a BChl pigment by quantum simulation, since it will be affected by its structured surroundings. This renders the determination of a mean angle between the induced molecular dipole moment and the symmetry axis of the cylinder an intractable task. However, as the orientation of the ring in the head part of the pigment provides an easy computable and useful estimate of this property, we have instead extracted the instantaneous (1 ns snapshot) mean angle of the plane formed by the four nitrogens with S20
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BChl d the cylinder symmetry axis for the different BChls considered in this study (T=300 K). We assume that this is a proper estimate for β. The results of this exercise are summarised in Table. S3. Since this β is sensitive to out-of-plane macrocycle distortions that are known to affect the planarity of the BChl ring on a short time scale, standard deviations are not reported. Instead, we compare the β extracted from simulation to the values predicted by the expression introduced in a recent spectroscopic study, which are derived from the unit cell by geometrical considerations. S1 Figure S9 Table S3 . 
Large-scale transition of a planar to a curved aggregate
Details of the transition are shown in Fig. S12 , and focus on the evolution of the total potential energy E ( in kJ/mol) with time as well as the stable curved aggregate obtained after 1 ns of simulation (both for T=50 K). The plot of E − E 0 , i.e. E relative to its initial value E 0 , shows a steep decrease that is accompanied by the rapid formation of large-scale curvature (see inset of snapshots along the trajectory). Although the curved structure does not visually change during the last 500 ps of simulation, a non-vanishing driving force for continued curving may be observed from a tiny gradient ∂E/∂t towards the end of simulation. We note that for a higher temperature, T=300 K, the planar-to-tube transition takes roughly 2 ns. For T=50 K, the curved structure is a very regular on the intermediate 
Dynamics of the hydrogen bonded network
Each BChl molecule contains two groups that are capable of forming hydrogen bonds: a Donor (hydroxyl group oxygen) and an Acceptor (carbonyl group oxygen). In order to analyse general properties of the hydrogen bonded network, structures should be sufficiently large to rule out strong effects of the BChl molecules at the boundary, which are naturally restricted in candidates for Donor-Acceptor interactions. Figure S13 In situ analysis: sampling distribution of ∆β for a higher temperature
In addition to the relative intra-and intermolecular rotations α, we also considered a simplified representation that includes handedness. The time-dependent sampling distribution of ∆β for the lowest temperature (T=50 K) considered, see Fig. 8 , sampled between 500-1000 ps (in steps of 5 ps), has a bimodal nature. Although it is clearly skewed towards positive values of ∆β, large-scale curvature should result from a pertinent offset in ∆β compared to the fully symmetric case, i.e.∆β = 0 • . For this reason, we additionally evaluated the sampling distribution of ∆β for the highest considered temperature T= 300 K using the same procedure, see Fig. S15 . We find that the sampling distribution for this higher temperature has a distinct Gaussian shape with a peak position that is small and
Probability Density Figure S14 : Distribution of rotation angle α, extracted from the curved structures obtained along trajectory of MD simulation of (30, 30) BChl c system at 50K, from 500 ps to 1ns. positive∆β = 4.6 • . This finding quantifies the symmetry breaking at a local structural level, and clearly identifies the molecular origin of pertinent curvature at a larger scale.
In situ analysis: Correlating relative rotation and hydrogen bonding
As can already be anticipated from the starting planar configuration in Fig Figure S15 : Distribution of packing angle difference (β intra -β inter ) between neighboring intra-dimer and inter-dimer rotation angles, extracted from the curved structures in the trajectory obtained in MD simulation of (30, 30) BChl c system at 300K, from 500 ps to 1 ns. The distribution peaks at 4.6 • .
software package, to determine whether a hydrogen bond is formed. The Donor (carbonyl group oxygen) hydrogen bonding situation is used to determine whether a specific site (molecule) is hydrogen bonded. Then, its absolute relative rotation angle |α| is determined from the angle with the molecule whose hydroxyl oxygen atom is in close contact with its Mg atom, as the pair structure shown in Fig.7a (the top molecule is our target molecule for hydrogen bonding state rotation angle analysis). Fig. S16 shows that large relative rotation as expected correlates with the breakage of hydrogen bonds. Yet, the data also confirm that part of the relative rotations are correlated, and that for these cases hydrogen bonds are maintained.
|α| hbonding |α| no-hbonding
Probability Density
Rotation Angle (deg) Figure S16 : Relative rotation angle distribution of hydrogen bonded molecules |α| hbonding and not hydrogen-bonded molecules |α| no−hbonding for (30, 30) BChl c system at 50K after 1ns, see Fig.7 and Fig. 9 .
Spectral analysis of rotational degree of freedom
To clarify the spectral properties of a particular (local) vibration, i.e. the relative rotation between two molecules in a dimer, which is linked to the formation and breakage of hydrogen bonds, we performed spectral analysis on the time traces of the relative angle α for a few selected dimers. These traces were extracted from a densely sampled (∆t = 10 fs) 25 ps trajectory of the (30, 30) BChl c system at 300K. Since the instantaneous state of a (syn or anti) monomer in a dimer is either "0-hb', "1-hb" or "2-hb", we selected dimers that differ in the number of hydrogen bonds (between 0 to 4) formed between monomers and their neighbours after 25 ps of simulation. In this analysis, we disregarded whether a hydrogen bond was formed by a molecule in the (syn or anti) state and also did not explicitly account for changes in the dimeric state along the trajectory.
We considered the effect of a varying number of hydrogen bonds on this spectral analysis by considering a single trace that exhibits a clear change along its short (25 ps) trajectory. We explicitly accounted for this change by performing spectral analysis for the associated partial traces. Although there is an observable difference in the spectra, the position of the first band undergoes only a slightly shift when compared, from around 160 nm −1 to 140 nm −1 , so we conclude that disregarding the hydrogen bond dynamics will only give rise to a slight peak broadening in the most important range. We will further concentrate on these details in future analysis of molecular vibrations in multi-tube systems.
We employed a central difference scheme to convert each of the extracted time traces of α to a time-dependent velocity of a (fantom) particle. Consequently, we calculated the cosine transform of the normalised velocity autocorrelation function for each particle. A
Gaussian filter was applied to the whole time domain to avoid spurious signals in the frequency domain due to the truncation of the time signal at longer times. The resulting spectra for all 14 dimers are plotted in Fig. S17 . It shows that all spectra share a number of bands, including one that is close to the experimentally relevant 145 nm −1 . We note S34 that applying FFT directly to the time traces gives rise to a very similar band structure, but a much more noisy signal, hence the selected procedure via fantom particles.
Amplitude
Wavenumber (cm -1 ) Figure S17 : Fourier spectra (amplitude versus wavenumber) calculated from the time traces of the relative rotational angle α for 14 dimers selected from the large BChl c aggregate. The selection criterium was based on a proper representation of the different domains determined by analysis of hydrogen bonding, which is based on individual molecules. Labels indicate the total number of hydrogen bonds formed by the two molecules in the dimers and surrounding molecules at 25 ps.
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